
Polyend introduces the Play+

Olsztyn, Poland - Nov 20, 2023 Polyend is proud to introduce the Play+, a 16 track
sample and synth based groovebox. Play+ retains the original external Play design
and unique Play workflow. An upgraded processor enables a host of new features,
including stereo sample playback, multitimbral polyphonic synthesis and seamless
audio over USB.

4 All New Synthesizer Engines —

Play+ offers more than just sample and MIDI playback; it now includes integrated
synthesizers. Multiple synth engines have been added, each offering a unique
character and including an extensive library of professionally crafted presets. Four
all original synth engines will be available at launch with more to come in future
updates.

ACD: ACD is a recreation of iconic single-oscillator monophonic analog synths that
transport you back to the golden age of electronic music.



FAT: FAT is a powerhouse synth engine that epitomizes the lush, vintage warmth of
classic analog synthesizers.

VAP: VAP is a Virtual Analog Polysynth that boasts a dual-oscillator architecture and
a versatile modulation matrix.

WTFM:WTFM is a unique 2-operator FM synth engine that utilizes
WaveTable-based oscillators driven by a 3x feedback system.

Advanced Multi-Track Audio Over USB Integration and Stereo Expansion

With Play+, we've transitioned from mono to stereo sample playback, allowing for a
more nuanced and expansive sonic journey. The Play + includes all-new stereo
sample packs to add to the extensive factory sample library of over 5,000
professional samples. With Play+, each track can be sent to your DAW separately,
ensuring precision and flexibility in post-production. With up to 14 stereo tracks via
USB, you can enhance your tracks with external effects, or add depth during a live set
— Play+ is built to complement every stage of your creative process.

Pick and Place - Control the Sequence

Play simplifies music production with its Pick and Place functionality. The 8x16 step
grid streamlines the track-building process of picking a trigger and placing it
anywhere on the grid. Sequence every parameter on a per-step basis without
limitations. You can sequence MIDI tracks, stereo samples, and utilize the latest
synth engines simultaneously, offering a comprehensive groovebox experience.
Simple Select, Copy, and Paste controls make moving data — steps, tracks, track
pages, and variations — around a breeze.

Instant playability

Play+ remains true to the spirit of Play, maintaining the balance between advanced
sequencing options and intuitive control to create complex evolving patterns.
Enhance your tracks with a number of effects, play modes, and randomization
options. For a smooth creative workflow use the new piano roll to build your melody.
Play+ also offers beat & melody fills to inspire, enhance, or completely change your
music. And keep it musical with scale filtering forcing Play+ to input and output only
notes that fit the selected scale.

Tech specs
Ins & Outs



Stereo Line/Headphones Out
MIDI In
MIDI Out
USB-C

In the box
Play+
Play+ Essential References book
USB‑A power adapter
USB-C cable (2 m)
Stereo 3.5 mm to 2x Mono 6.3 mm adapter
Minijack to MIDI DIN adapter (Type B)
16 GB super-fast MicroSD Card
MicroSD to USB-A Adapter

Size and Weight
Height (w/buttons): 1.3 inches (3.3 cm)
Width: 11.02 inches (28.2 cm)
Depth: 8.15 inches (20.7 cm)
Weight: device: 2.65 lbs (1.2 kg)

Price and availability
Play+ is available for order now directly from Polyend Online Store and through selected
Polyend Dealers. Shipping starts in November 2023.

Price is $/€ 799

Upgrades from Play to Play+ will be offered at $/€ 399.

Online orders are entitled to: free world-wide shipping and 45-days try at home. Details are
available on the website: https://polyend.com/free_shipping/. For North American and UK
Customers it will be available in authorized Polyend resellers.
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